
 

     FATHER BROWN (a.k.a. THE DETECTIVE) is an April, 2016 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. 

Below is Kino Ken’s review of that film. 

 

19 of a possible 20 points                                                                              ***** of a possible ***** 

 

United Kingdom   1954   black-and-white   91 minutes   live action feature spiritual comedy 

Facet Productions   Producers: Vivian Cox and Paul Finder Moss 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points: 

2           Direction: Robert Hamer* 

2           Editing: Gordon Hales 

2           Cinematography: Harry Waxman 

1           Lighting 

2           Screenplay: Thelma Schnee, Maurice Rapf, and Robert Hamer, adapted from the 

                                    stories by Gilbert Keith Chesterton 

             Continuity: Phyllis Crocker 

2           Music: Georges Auric* 

2           Production Design: John Hawkesworth* 

             Set Dressing: Dario Simoni* 

             Costume Design: Julia Squire*  

             Makeup: Bob Lawrence 



             Props: Mickey O’Toole* 

2           Sound: Leonard Bulkley and George Burgess 

2           Acting 

2           Creativity 

19 total points 

 

Cast: Alec Guinness* (Father Brown), Joan Greenwood* (Lady Warren), Peter Finch  

(Gustave Flambeau), Cecil Parker (The Bishop), Bernard Lee (Inspector Valentine), 

Sidney James* (Bert Parkinson), Gerard Oury (Inspector Dubois), Ernest Clark 

(Bishop’s Secretary), Aubrey Woods (Charlie), John Salew (Station Sergeant), 

Sam Kidd (Scotland Yard Sergeant), John Horsley (Inspector Wilkins), Jack McNaughton 

(Railway Guard), Hugh Dempster (Train Passenger in Bowler), Eugene Deckers 

(French Cavalry Officer), Betty Baskcomb (French Widow), Diana Van Proosdy (Waitress), 

Dino Galvani (Italian Professor), Launce Maraschal (Texan Millionaire), Noel Howlett 

(Auctioneer), Marne Maitland (Maharajah), Austin Trevor (Herald), Ernest Thesiger 

(Vicomte de Verdigris), Hugo Schuster (Optician), Guido Lorraine (Café Patron), Jim Gerald 

(French Stationmaster), Daniel Clérice* (Garagiste), Everley Gregg (Governess), Hyma Beckley 

(Auction Assistant), Fanny Carby (French Prostitute in Police Van), others 

 

     Featuring one of Alec Guinness’s finest performances, FATHER BROWN is a delightfully 

thoughtful spiritual comedy mixing metaphysics, wit, and physical humor. An independent 

British production from 1954 shot in black-and-white, the film additionally benefits from an 

exuberant score composed by Frenchman Georges Auric. Its plot derives partially from the 

first Father Brown story of author Gilbert Keith Chesterton to reach publication. The Saturday 

Evening Post of Philadelphia on June 23, 1910 included a tale titled “Valentin Follows a 

Curious Trail.”  

     Here the point-of-view character is Frenchman Aristide Valentin, head of the Paris Police. 

He tracks master thief Flambeau to London, where the crook plans to steal four jewels from a 

cross being conveyed by parish priest Father Brown to a convocation of clergymen. The 

overconfident robber tips off Father Brown of his intentions, only to fall into a trap set by the 

clergyman-detective. Father Brown leagues with Evelyn Fischer, owner of a related group of 

jewels and irresistible personal attraction for intrusive wooer Flambeau, to prod the criminal 

harassing them into confession and return of stolen goods. They want to save his eternal 

soul. Not the customary goal of crime prevention specialists. 

     This tale was filmed by Paramount in the 1930s under the title FATHER BROWN, 

DETECTIVE. Edward Sedgwick directed, with Paul Lukas playing Flambeau, Robert Loraine  



depicting Inspector Valentine, and Walter Connolly portraying Father Brown. Sold to 

Universal Studios in 1957 for televising, it eventually sank out of sight and has not yet 

resurfaced on NTSC dvd. 

     However, the production from 1954 currently being reviewed, a British remake of sorts, 

was a welcome revival. With the talented, ironic Robert Hamer of KIND HEARTS AND 

CORONETS fame directing, this second go at Chesterton’s story was decidedly more British in 

atmosphere. It also stayed longer in the public eye.  

     John Hawkesworth and Dario Simoni provided elegant, uncluttered sets. Harry Waxman’s 

camera followed Alec Guinness’s naively charming Father Brown unrelentingly through a 

series of perfectly timed misadventures, each revealing an unanticipated character 

eccentricity rationally explained to bemused bystanders. Though Peter Finch’s Flambeau is 

characterized with a couple shades too excessive a world-weariness, remaining cast members 

seem completely at home in their roles. Gerard Oury as a Parisian police inspector and  

Daniel Clérice’s auto mechanic are especially memorable.  

     Yet it is Alec Guinness’s quietly resolute salvationist which anchors the film successfully, 

keeping viewers constantly guessing what ad hoc resource he will next apply in pursuit of 

justice and redemption. For the former without the latter is incomplete and unsatisfying, as 

Father Brown knew well from previous encounters with individuals who elected a career in 

crime. Besides, a happy ending would prove more satisfying to audiences. 

     Don’t miss Father Brown’s milk bottle mayhem, Marne Maitland’s ridiculously phony 

maharajah, Cecil Parker’s avuncularly tolerant Bishop, and Launce Maraschal’s blustering, 

hyperbolic Texas millionaire. Each of these characterizations is a small comic gem.  

     Even better is Joan Greenwood’s Lady Warren, an eccentric female as little disposed to 

suffer fools gladly as Father Brown. Watch her outwit Bernard Lee’s rigorously formal 

Inspector Valentine in order to keep fellow police-dodger Brown and his chivalrous 

companion Flambeau free and unhindered. 

     Even a final sermon text treating of the prodigal son’s return is shoehorned skillfully into a 

seriocomic concluding scene, reminding viewers of timely parallels between Biblical 

personalities and modern counterparts. 

     Appropriate viewing for ages nine and up, FATHER BROWN is a first-rate introduction to 

the wonderfully unconventional detective created by Gilbert Keith Chesterton. It will 

hopefully inspire screeners to begin exploring dozens of additional stories about the same 

cleric in their original book forms.  

     This reviewer wishes to thank Wikipedia for details concerning the plot of “The Blue Cross” 

story and its American forerunner, “Valentin Follows a Curious Trail.” 


